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Abstract

This article is dedicated to the analysis of visco-plastic and damageable structures submitted
to thermomechanical loadings embedding some uncertain parameters. In particular, complex time
evolutions of the loadings are considered, at two different time scales. An homogenized-in-time
model is used to provide kind of a surrogate model for damage evolution analysis. Then a stochastic
analysis using polynomial chaos expansion with collocation can be performed. Indeed, though this is
a non-intrusive approach, it belongs to the category of many-query problems, so the surrogate model
allows to reduce the computational cost in order to be affordable. Focus is herein on the complex
time evolutions, the considered test case is mono-dimensional, but up to 300 000 cycles are used.

This is a post-peer-review, pre-copyedit version of an article published in Computational Mechan-
ics. The final authenticated version is available online at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00466-020-01871-9

Note that the figure numbering in the editor final version is not correct.
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1 Introduction

Engines are typically made with some structural assembling that encounters a complex loading
history. The mechanical (and possibly multiphysical) loads are often composed of high frequency
cyclic evolutions, together with low frequency modulations in terms of mean or amplitude [?, ?].
The case under concern is herein the cumulative damage and visco-plasticity due to quasi-static
thermomechanical loadings.

These phenomena can also occur for different families of problems that concern materials and
structures for which there exist a cumulative effect at short scale in time, that may have an influence
on the structure behavior. Such a class of problems contains for instance:

• fatigue at high number of cycles [?, ?, ?],

• differential settlement of railway ballast [?, ?],

• wear influence on geometry [?, ?],

• bone remodeling [?, ?], etc.

There are several available approaches to deal with different time scales in structural behavior,
such as [?, ?, ?, ?]. Among numerical strategies, one can find cycle jump techniques [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?],
or semi or full decoupling between time scales [?, ?].

In such cases, the behavior of overall structure may be described with two time scale evolutions.
Indeed, for linear behavior, a superposition principle can be used to access the full solution. For non-
linear cases, the situation is more challenging, and we aim to use an homogenization-like procedure
(first used in [?]) to derive a macroscopic-in-time behavior that can be corrected by a microscopic-in-
time evolution at the underlying scale [?, ?, ?]. We take advantage of the quasi-periodic assumption
at high-frequency (denoted herein as microscopic time evolution) to decouple the micro evolution
from the overall time evolution. Indeed; dealing with a time step for the discretization driven by the
high frequency loading on all the studied time evolution would lead (as the reference direct problem)
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to a very large number of time steps, inversely proportional to the time scale ratio. Without scale
separation, this is the topic of coupling different discretizations in time [?, ?, ?].

When the time scale ratio is small, the reference problem is very costly, but the two time scales
are more and more decoupled, so the quasi-periodic assumption is more and more valid. This method
has been used for classical elasto-viscoplasticity in [?, ?], viscoelasticity in [?]. As far as damage is
concerned, it has been used for elasticity-based damage cases in [?], for Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman
based damage models in [?, ?] and for a viscoplastility-like damage model in [?]. Recently we have
used this method in combination with cycle jump approach for the simulation of combined cycle
fatigue [?]. The new issues herein, apart from application to stochastic analysis, is the coupling
of damage with multiphysics (thermo-mechanical behavior, with two different natures of problems)
and viscoplasticity with a general formulation including both kinematic and isotropic hardening. We
nevertheless restrict this analysis to quasi-static regime, and not with linear wave propagation such
as in [?]. The non-linear material is herein damageable, but its evolution is progressive in time.

Periodicity assumption allows to decouple the micro cycles one to the other. This is an interesting
feature in spatial homogenization, where elliptic spatial micro problems are decoupled. In such cases,
two scales in space also allow to compute the micro solutions only under macroscopic Gauss points
(the FE2 technique [?, ?]) so that not all micro cells have to be considered (higher order micro
boundary condition is herein the equivalent of macro values and macro gradient values).

Simply decoupling the micro cycles in time from one to another allows parallelization [?, ?]
but leads to no gain (in cumulative CPU time), since the reference problem is parabolic in a one-
dimensional time domain. Therefore, two-time-scale models also provide a cycle jump technique since
the micro-cycles are computed only when required at macroscopic time steps. Large macroscopic
time steps therefore involves a saving in the number of effectively computed micro cycles.

In this study, we focus on weakly coupled thermo-mechanical problems with coupled viscoplas-
ticity and damage. Concern is also dove on non-intrusive approaches, in order to be able to reuse as
far as possible pre-existing codes, contrary to proper generalized decomposition (PGD) techniques
[?, ?]. As modeling is performed at small scales, the effects are usually sensitive to defects in the
material, structure, or boundary conditions, or more generally to uncertainties in the model. To
cope with this feature, we also propose to embed a non-intrusive stochastic modeling in conjunction
with the two time scale strategy. This modeling is based on a probabilistic collocation method de-
scribed in [?, ?, ?]. The non intrusive aspect of the approach has the advantage of using a black box
independently of the stochastic modeling, and its efficiency for coupled problems has been showed
in [?].

This article is organized as follows: section ?? describes the reference coupled problem in a com-
pact form (details are provided in appendix ??), while section ?? provides its two-scale formulation.
Section ?? is dedicated to the validation of the proposed approach, on a sufficiently simple case
that allows a reference solution to be computed, for comparison purpose. Finally, section ?? couples
the previously built deterministic computational strategy with an uncertainty propagation scheme,
namely the polynomial chaos expansion with collocation to provide a non-intrusive tool for stochastic
analysis of a more complex-in-time loading case.

2 Thermo-mechanical reference problem

As a first step, we consider a weak thermo-mechanical coupling, only via dilatation effects. The
influence of damage on thermal conductivity is therefore not taken into account. This can be justified
by a not-so-high level of damage obtained; depending on the underlying physical nature of the damage
(e.g. micro cracks) an higher value may be influent. On the other hand, as long as the mechanical non-
linearities are low, any adiabatic over-heating (internal heat generation with mechanical dissipation)
can be neglected.

Phenomenological material modeling with internal variables are a practical tool for modeling
material behavior. Usually, primal internal variables define the state of the material; the choice of a
state potential allows the definition of the dual internal variables, via the state laws. For evolution
laws, a pseudo potential is chosen. With partial Legendre-Fenchel transforms, the primal and dual
internal variables can be interchanged. For the current case, the modeling choice is briefly recalled
in the following.

We consider a quasi-static thermo-elasto-viscoplastic coupled model with damage, under small
perturbations. The couples of dual variables are: heat flux and gradient of temperature (q, Z), stress
and elastic strain (σ, εe) (the strain is partitioned into an elastic and a plastic part: ε = εe + εp),
kinematic hardening variables (β,α), isotropic hardening variables (R, r), isotropic damage and
associated energy release rate (D,YD).

They are linked via state laws: q = −kZ (Fourier’s law), σ = E(1−D)(εe −$θδ) (Hooke’s law
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with damage, and with the thermal dilatation coupling), and Y = G(σ, X) where

X =

βR
D

 , Y =

 αr
YD

 . (1)

The evolution laws drive the evolution of the state of the material. They read[
ε̇p

Ẋ

]
= F

([
σ
Y

])
. (2)

No evolution law pertain to the thermal part: since the thermal behavior is modeled as linear, there
is no evolution of the state of the material.

These relations constitute the behavioral model of the material. The structural problem also
involves conservation laws: the heat equation ρcθ̇ = div q, the equilibrium equation divσ + f = 0,
the thermal gradient and strain admissibility Z = grad θ and ε = gradU , where θ is the temperature
difference and U is the displacement field with respect to the reference state. To close the problem, an
initial condition for the temperature, the initial state of internal variables, and boundary conditions
have to be stated: a possible prescribed displacement V , force F , temperature θd, thermal flux wd
on parts of the boundary.

The damage model used herein is the one described in [?]. It is more deeply detailed in appendix
??. Though embedding viscoplasticity, this model may suffer from mesh-dependency if localisation
of damage and strain occurs. Since it is used herein up to not a high level of damage, this phenomena
is not involved, therefore rendering this mode suited for the concerned application cases.

3 Two-scale deterministic problem

The fact that a two-time-scale model can be built is related to the possible description at two time
scales of the prescribed quantities (boundary conditions, loads, etc.). They can be described as a slow
time evolution along with rapid fluctuation in time, satisfying the pseudo-periodicity assumption:
the evolution from one cycle to the other can be described at macroscopic scale.

We consider herein two time scales: one related to the overall smooth loading, with characteristic
time T , and one related to the cycling loading, related to the period of a cycle Tc.

There are two main points in this approach (i) the fact that the solution fields are explicited with
two separated time scales, and (ii) the pseudo-periodicity assumption on the fast time scale. The first
direclty arises from the loadings: for the considered application cases, they exhibit such time scales.
With a non-linear behavior, the pseudo-periodic assumption only holds in particular cases, where
a single loading cycle only modifies slowly the internal state. Therefore, the cumulative effect can
be captured by the long-time scale, and pseudo-periodicity is well satisfied as soon as the loadings
exhibit also this property. This class of problem is considered in this submission, and a limitation of
this study clearly resides in the fact that it can be applied to this specific situation. This situation
is nevertheless a classical one, leading to fatigue analysis, cycle-jump techniques and so on.

3.1 Thermal part

We consider the loadings on the thermal problem (prescribed temperature, prescribed flux) as a
superposition of two evolutions at the two aforementioned time scales:

θd = θd,M + θ?d and wd = wd,M + w?d, (3)

where index M stands for the macroscopic part (slow variation in time) and the superscript ? stands
for the microscopic part (fast variation in time, with quasi-periodic evolution from one micro cycle
to the other, and a zero average on a cycle).

As a linear problem, the thermal problem can be split in two parts: a macro problem and a micro
problem, and we superimpose the corresponding solutions. For instance, considering a prescribed
temperature boundary condition only, the micro problem consists in finding θ?(t) on a time micro
cycle t ∈ [0, Tc] satisfying

ρcθ̇? = div(−k grad θ?) (4)

θ?|∂1Ω = θ?d (5)

No specific initial condition is prescribed, since this micro problem is subjected to a periodicity
condition on a fast cycle (periodic-in-time solution with period Tc), and we add a supplementary
feature on the solution: a zero average in time. Indeed using the time average on a period

< • >=
1

Tc

∫ Tc

0

• dt, (6)
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the problem leads to

ρc <
∂θ?

∂t
>= div(−k grad < θ? >) (7)

< θ? >∂1Ω=< θ?d > (8)

by construction < θ?d >= 0, with periodicity < ∂θ?

∂t
>= 1

Tc
[θ?(Tc)− θ?(0)] = 0. So, if the problem is

well-posed, it leads to
< θ? >= 0. (9)

To deal with periodicity constraint on the micro problem, different approaches can be used. The
Fourier decomposition is not selected here, due to the potentially high number of modes required
in the solution, depending on the spectral decomposition of the micro-loading. We therefore prefer
a transient direct resolution on several micro-cycles, till a reasonably periodic solution is achieved
(performed once for all due to the linearity of the thermal problem, and as soon as the shape of
the micro-loading cycle θ?d is unchanged). For the considered numerical cases, a maximum of 4
micro-cycles have to be computed that leads to a relative error in periodicity for θ?, defined as

meanspatial location|θ?(Tc)− θ?(0)|
max |θ?d|

, (10)

to be less than 10−4.

3.2 A generic two-scale description

The scale ratio ξ = Tc/T is assumed to be small. We first consider a representation of any quantity
Φ with a two-time scale description: Φ(t, τ) where τ = t/ξ is called the fast time variable. Separation
of the scales relies on the assumption that ξ is small, so that we may consider the functions of τ to
be T -periodic. Finally, an asymptotic development with respect to ξ [?] of the various quantities is
derived as: Φ(t, τ) = Φ0(t, τ) + ξΦ1(t, τ) + ξ2Φ2(t, τ) + · · · Indeed, the time derivative is now defined
as: Φ̇ = ∂Φ

∂t
+ 1

ξ
∂Φ
∂τ

.
Note also that, due to the change in time variable, the previous average on a micro cycle is now

denoted as < • >τ= 1
Tc/ξ

∫ Tc/ξ

0
• dτ . The reference problem is then rewritten according to these

expansions, and is now parametered with a small quantity ξ. The problem itself is then expanded
according to different powers of ξ leading to a succession of embedded sub-problems.

Classically, only the first orders of developments are taken into account.
For thermo-mechanical problems under concern, we consider that the time scale ratio ξ is the

same for both physics. Without loss of generality, we may consider that the two time scales are of
the same order of magnitude; in this case, we only have T ≈ Tc/ξ. In such a way, we end up with
only one small parameter for the various asymptotic developments. If the time scale ratios, say ξ
and ζ were different in order of magnitude, we would need to hierarchically classify them, i.e. to
determine the integers j and k so that ξj = ζk, to be able to recover a problem with a single small
parameter.

3.3 Mechanical part

Expanding the evolution laws with respect to the small parameter ξ allows to identify the different
orders of the development.

Since the loadings are given evolution functions, there is no need to state a particular approxi-
mation on them, except the fact that they exhibit two separated time scales. Therefore, we can give
their expressions at order 0 only, i.e. f(t, τ) = f

0
(t, τ), F (t, τ) = F 0(t, τ) and V (t, τ) = V 0(t, τ).

The same notations as for the thermal problem are used: the macroscopic time quantities will be
denoted with a subscript M , and the microscopic corrections with a star.

Macroscopic quantities. Using order 1
ξ

of the expansion for the evolution laws, we obtain

∂εp0
∂τ

= 0,
∂X0

∂τ
= 0, (11)

so that
εpM = εp0(t), XM = X0(t). (12)

Using then order ξ0 for the state laws, we obtain Y0 = G(σ0, XM ), and YM =< Y0 >τ .
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Residual quantities. Concerning the boundary conditions, the external forces and prescribed
displacements may have components at both time scales. Nevertheless, for our development to hold,
we restrict ourselves to cases where their eventual micro parts are quasi-periodic in time. If it is
not the case, this will imply the equivalent of an edge effect in space (sort of an inner transient
evolution) that cannot be resolved with an homogenization approach. For instance, with a load
Φ0(t, τ), we define its macro part using the average on cycles as ΦM (t) =< Φ0 >τ , and the residual
as Φ?(t, τ) = Φ0(t, τ) − ΦM (t). As a consequence, we get < Φ? >τ= 0, which is consistent with its
counterpart for thermal behavior (??).

With the previous results on macroscopic quantities, this also leads to εp,? = 0 and X? = 0.

Macroscopic problem. The expansion of the admissibility conditions at order ξ0 read: divσ0+
f = 0. The admissibility conditions at order ξ0 therefore leads to the averaged (homogenized)
equations:

• div < σ0 >τ +f
M

= 0 and < σ0 >τ n = FM (on the corresponding boundary) which is the
macroscopic equilibrium; therefore we define as the macroscopic stress σM :=< σ0 >τ ,

• on the boundary with a prescribed displacement: UM =< V 0 >τ , and εM =< ε0 >τ .

With the previous results at order ξ−1, the state laws at order ξ0 are σ0 = E(1 − DM )(εe0 −
$θMδ −$θ?δ), leading to

σM = E(1−DM )(εeM −$θMδ), (13)

where εeM (t) :=< εe0 >τ .
Concerning the evolution laws, of the form Ẋ = F (σ, Y ), the time derivative leads to the expan-

sion at order ξ0 as ∂X0
∂t

+ ∂X1
∂τ

= F (σ0, Y0). The previous results at order ξ−1 read X0(t) = XM .
Together with the periodicity in τ , the homogenized behavior is obtained by averaging

∂XM
∂t

=< F (σM + σ?, Y0) >τ , (14)

where, using the previous results at order ξ−1,

Y0 = G(σM + σ?, XM ), (15)

and the last macro state laws are the post-processing

YM =< Y0 >τ . (16)

The macroscopic behavior therefore involves the coarsening of the behavior at the underlying
scale, through the σ? quantity. Its determination is given by the relocalisation step, giving the
microscopic behavior.

Residual problem. The previous averaged part of the behavior at order ξ0 has to be completed
by the so-called residual terms, as

divσ? + f? = 0, (17)

for micro equilibrium, with boundary conditions σ?n = F ?, U? = V ? (on the corresponding parts of
the boundary). and with ε? = [grad(U?)]sym.

One may add the stress-strain relation as

σ? = E(1−DM )(εe,? −$θ?δ), (18)

for closing the problem, since εe,? = ε?, εp,? = 0, X? = 0. It is remarkable that the mechanical
residual problem is a static linear problem parametrized by DM field (and loaded with the known
micro temperature field θ?). Once solved, it provides the micro field σ?, which is the required field to
be able to express the macroscopic behavior (??),(??) and then (??). We can therefore consider that
the complete macroscopic behavior is obtained by some phenomenological macroscopic equations
coupled with a structural computation at micro scale.

4 Numerical results and validation

The pseudo-code corresponding to the proposed two-scale approach is described in appendix ??. We
consider here a 1D problem, of length L. The thermal problem consists in an initial zero temperature
θ(x, t = 0) = 0, a prescribed temperature to zero at left end point (x = 0), and a time-dependent
prescribed temperature at right end point

θ(x = L, t, τ) = θD sin(2πt/T ) + θd sin(2πτ/Tc). (19)
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Table 1: Problem parameters

Quantity Value

Structure length L = 1 m
Studied time T = 20 000 s
Time scale ratio ζ = 10−3

Thermal capacity ρc = 4× 106 J.m−3.K−1

Thermal conductivity k = 29 W/m/K
Thermal loading amplitude (macro) θD = 200 °C
Thermal loading amplitude (micro) θd = 80 °C

Young modulus E = 134 GPa
Yield stress σY = 85 MPa
Damage evolution modulus S = 0.6 MPa
Damage evolution exponent s = 2
Linear kinematic hardening modulus Q = 5400 MPa
Saturation value for exponential isotropic hardening R∞ = 30 MPa
Coefficient for exponential isotropic hardening γ = 2
Norton law viscous modulus Kv = 1220 MPa.s1/nv

Norton law viscous exponent nv = 2.5
Mechanical loading amplitude (macro) fD = 0.2 N/mm3

Mechanical loading amplitude (micro) fd = 0.08 N/mm3

Lineic dilatation parameter $ = 1.3× 10−5 K−1

The mechanical problem is a non-freely dilatable structure where both end points are clamped, with
an applied body force of (quasi-static) centrifugal type

f(x, t, τ) = fD sin(2πt/T ) + fd sin(2πτ/Tc). (20)

The studied time interval is T and the cycle period to time interval is ξ = 10−3, so 1/ξ = 103

cycles are considered. In this case, it is still affordable to build a reference solution (with a single
time scale, described with small time steps), for comparison purpose. Structural parameters are
given in table ??, as well as the material parameters (Cr-Mo steel) that are detailed in appendix ??.

A characteristic time for the transient thermal evolution is given as τc = (ρc/k)(L/π)2. Since
T/τc ≈ 1.4 the macroscopic thermal evolution is still in the transient regime, and so is the microscopic
thermal evolution, for which the 1D thermal depth of penetration, see e.g. [?], for a load with period
Tc, is Lc =

√
Tc/τc × L/π3/2. Since Lc/L ≈ 0.7 %, the micro temperature is somehow localized at

the boundary, but since the mechanical problem is also 1D, its influence on the mechanical solution
is not localized.

Concerning the regularization induced by the visco-plasticity, a characteristic time τd is more
difficult to estimate due to the non-linearity; nevertheless, a dimensional analysis leads to τd ≈
Knv
v /E, so T/τd ≈ 1.6 and Tc/τd ≈ 0.16 % so regularization is expected to happen, but though

visco-plasticity induces a regularization, it does not prevent mesh dependency if localization occurs,
see e.g. [?]. In the reported results, damage is sufficiently small to prevent this localization to occur.
Extending the proposed approach to a mesh-independent damage localization model is a perspective
to this article. But in any case, if such a localization happens, for higher levels of damage, it leads
to an instability that entails the pseudo-periodic assumption (this can be seen as an “edge effect”
localized in time). Detecting the occurrence of this may well be done with some error indicator in
continuity between micro time cycles. To cope with it is easier than for the spatial edge effect: a
switch between time integration schemes can be performed, before the instability occurs, the two-
time-scale computation can be stopped, a classical mono-time-scale scheme (with short time steps)
can be used during this phenomenon to pursue the computation, then a restart of the two-time-scale
scheme can be performed. This will obviously fail if a succession of such events happens frequently
in time, but in this case the problem is non-homogenizable in time.

Concerning spatial discretization, n = 200 P1 finite elements (with a single integration point)
are considered both for temperature and displacement. The macro time scale [0, T ] is discretized in
nM = 100 time increments to cope with precision requirements for the macro part evolution only;
the micro cycle being discretized with nm = 50 time increments. For the thermal problem the time
integration scheme is implicit Euler, and for the mechanical problem, the non-linear equilibrium is
solved using Newton iterations with a radial return algorithm for the constitutive relations.
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Table 2: 2-norm errors on different space-time fields, between reference and two-time approximation

Quantity % D σ β θ
Error Er% 2.7 % 0.78 % 1.8 % 1.3 %

For comparison purpose, a reference single time scale computation would require nm/ξ time
increments for both physics, while the two-time scale needs only nm × nM time increments for the
mechanical part, and nm + nM for the thermal part (due to linearity, the micro thermal cycle is
precomputed once for all).

The error criteria to compare the multiscale solution with respect to the reference is

Er% =


∫

Ω×[0,T ]

(%ref − %ts) · (%ref − %ts) dΩdt∫
Ω×[0,T ]

%ref · %refdΩdt


1/2

(21)

with % = {D,σ, β, θ}. These errors are reported in Table ??.
Concerning damage, an other comparison to the reference, computed herein at the macroscopic

time steps t, allows to obtain the cumulative evolution in time of the error:

erD (t) =


∫

Ω×[0,t]

(Dref −Dts) · (Dref −Dts) dΩdt′∫
Ω×[0,T ]

Dref ·DrefdΩdt′


1/2

(22)

Total number of global Newton-Raphson iterations is 0.0042 of the reference, and total number of
iterations needed for the solution of non-linear mechanical behavior is 0.0282 of the reference. This
illustrates the gain in computational cost of the two-scale approach with respect to the reference
problem direct resolution. Nevertheless, this approach also embeds some approximations, but the
values of the errors with respect to he reference are sufficiently small to consider it as a valuable
numerical strategy, as illustrated with the comparisons on figures ?? and ??. Note however, that as
for any time evolution incremental schemes, the errors cumulated in time, as figure ?? illustrates it
(note that the normalization of the error on this figure is related to the damage value on the somehow
short time studied, which is also lower than for a larger time interval). Some error estimators would
therefore be useful for checking purposes, and are still kept as perspectives of this study. Apart
from the damage variable, comparisons of several other quantities are provided like the plastic strain
(figure ??), the stress (figure ??). For the comparison of the thermal part, the heat flux density (q)
is calculated as post processing of the temperature field (figure ??).

5 Uncertainty propagation

Once a deterministic model is settled and validated, one can focus on the reliability of the values of
its input parameters. Indeed, even a fine model relies on the precision of these values. To process a
robust design, some uncertainties have to be taken into account.
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We consider herein the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) [?, ?] with a stochastic collocation
as a non-intrusive strategy to determine the stochastic model of the quantity of interest, as in
[?, ?, ?, ?]. Each input is expanded in chaoses with random variables following a chosen probability
law. A minimization is done on the output expanded in polynomial chaoses that are calculated on
collocation points, and gives the coefficients of the expansion.

Let ζ denote the independent input random variable vector. We choose herein the damage field
at the end of the studied time interval as the quantity of interest to analyze. It is expanded using a
polynomial chaos as

D(x, ζ) =

∞∑
i=0

Di(x)Ψi(ζ) ≈
M−1∑
i=0

Di(x)Ψi(ζ), (23)

whereDi(x) are coefficients and Ψi(ζ) a multivariate polynomial basis. M is the truncation threshold;
classically, using all polynomials of degree less than or equal to p leads to M = (N + p)!/N !/p! with
N being the number of input variables, defining the size of random vector ζ. Then, a mean square
fit is used to determine the unknown coefficients:

Di(x) = argmin
Di(x)

r∑
k=1

(
D(x, ζk)−

M−1∑
i=0

Di(x)Ψi(ζk)

)2

(24)

where r collocation points ζk are used. To choose these points, a classical approach is to select the
roots of the polynomial of order p + 1, leading to r = (p + 1)N (a Cartesian grid of points in the
parametric space). Selecting a polynomial order p, there are M unknown coefficients to find.

As for optimization, design and analysis of computer experiments, etc, non-intrusive uncertainty
propagation is a many-query problem, for which each query requires a solve of a black-box model.
Indeed, if this solution is computationally costly, these methods are rapidly intractable. This is why
a surrogate cheap model is of interest for the black box. Nevertheless, building such a surrogate
model also requires calls to the full model evaluation. Herein, we propose to use the two-scale model
as such a surrogate model for the black box. Moreover, since it relies on homogenization, it is built
without calls to the reference problem in an offline phase.

A more demanding problem is used in this section: the same 1D problem as for the validation test
of section ?? is used, but the total simulation time is now multiplied by 300, so that the macroscopic
load does have 300 macroscopic cycles, the total number of micro-cycles (for a reference problem
that would now be very time consuming) is therefore 300 000.

5.1 Influence of a single random input

To check the approach, and to proceed to a sensitivity analysis, the first step is usually to consider
one input parameter as a random variable at a time, i.e. N = 1. For the present case, we consider
uncertainties arising from the loading amplitudes only, at each scale and for each physics, i.e. for
fD, fd, θD and θd. The uncertainty model consists in describing these inputs as random variables
following a uniform probability distribution, whose bounds are given in Table ??.

For one random variable, N = 1 and the random vector ζ is reduced to a random variable ζ.
If we denote with d the column vector storing the computed outputs D(ζk), Ψ the matrix with
known coefficients Ψkj = Ψj(ζk), and c the column vector storing the unknown coefficients Dj , the
minimization problem (??) reads

[ΨTΨ]c(x) = ΨTd(x). (25)
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Table 3: Random input parameters

fD 0.2± 0.02 N/mm3

fd 0.08± 0.01 N/mm3

θD 200± 50 °C
θd 80± 20 °C

Table 4: Comparison of cost and precision, depending on the PCE order

PCE No. unknown No. colloc. eFIT eLOO

order p coeff. M points r

1 4 8 4.1% 8.1%
2 10 27 1.2% 2.4%
3 20 64 0.54% 0.93%
4 35 125 0.34% 0.60%

For obtaining these results, the expansion order has been a priori selected to be p = 2.
Figures ?? and ?? provide a post-treatment of the stochastic model of the final damage field

(with its mean value, envelopes, and standard deviation).
In the chaos expansion, Legendre polynomials are herein selected because they are orthogonal

with respect to the uniform probability density measure.
All input random variables have same order of magnitude influence on the dispersion of the value

of the damage field, except for the micro thermal loading θd that has a much less influence.

5.2 Influence of combined random inputs

With the previous results, we can now model the dependencies of combined loading random inputs
(fD, fd, θD). Indeed, the micro-thermal loading has the weakest effect, so it has been discarded from
the set of N = 3 influential parameters in the following study.

Minimization problem given by equation (??) for a random variable can be generalized easily with
a random vector ζ by considering components ζi of this vector. Since PCE coefficients are fitted with
a least square minimization, they minimize the fit error e(x) = d(x)−Ψc(x). A post-processing fit
error can be built as

eFIT = max
x

e(x) with e(x) =
‖e(x)‖∞

maxx ‖d(x)‖∞
(26)

Depending on the PCE order p, this fit error may vary. This error has to be combined with
the analysis cost, mainly driven by the number of deterministic runs (i.e. the number r of collo-
cation points). With the previous rule for choosing the collocation points, the obtained results are
summarized in Table ??. Another costless error indicator is based on the leave-one-out (LOO) cross-
validation approach [?]. This involves getting rid of one collocation point at a time, the corresponding
slightly reduced set of outputs is then used to fit a new set of coefficients. The interpolation is then
performed to recompute the approximation at the discarded collocation point. The same error eFIT

is then computed each time, and the LOO indicator eLOO is the maximum value of these errors. It
therefore belongs to a de-refinement error indicator category. Table ?? also reports its values. These
results show the convergence of the approach, and are also an indication on the choice of truncation
for the PCE; in this case, we select a polynomial order 3. The non-linear nature of the problem
is illustrated by the fact that otherwise, a linear metamodel, i.e. PCE of order p = 1 would be
sufficient.

Concerning the optimality of the truncation, an illustration can be made by post-treatment. If
PCE metamodels up to order p are built, each using its own set of r(p) collocation points, where the
values of the quantity of interest are available, fit and LOO errors can be computed on the cumulative
set of distinct collocations points for orders less than or equal to p. Table ?? reports these results; we
notice that the indicators are quite stable, so that each independent order is close to the optimum.
This is different from the convergence of the minimum least square when increasing the order p on
a fixed set of collocation points. If we check the fit error of the previously built PCE models on the
full set of collocation points, we indeed exhibit the convergence reported in Table ??.

Figure ?? shows the influence of the three random variables. Integrating the three influences, the
variation is then larger than for each random variable but stays in the same range with keeping the
same shape.
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Figure 6: Influence of the mechanical load amplitudes on the final damage field

Table 5: Verification on the cumulative set of collocation points

PCE cumulative number eFIT eLOO

order p of colloc. points

2 35 1.2% 2.4%
3 99 0.54% 0.86%
4 223 0.34% 0.51%

Table 6: Convergence on a fixed set of 223 verification points

PCE cumulative number eFIT
order p of colloc. points

1 223 14%
2 223 3.4%
3 223 0.71%
4 223 0.34%
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Figure 7: Influence of the thermal load amplitudes on the final damage field
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Figure 8: Combined influences of fD, fd and θD on the final damage field
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Once the stochastic metamodel based on the PCE has been settled, it can be used to analyze at
low cost the structure, submitted to random inputs. For instance structural reliability analysis [?],
limit state determination when damage reach a critical value, failure probability if operated beyond
the safe parametric domain.

6 Conclusions

In this article, we dealt with the case of fatigue mechanism that develops during cyclic loading
of mechanical parts, using a thermal coupled elasto-visco-plastic model with damage. Though the
examples are restricted to 1D cases, large number of pseudo-periodic cycling loadings are tackled
using a time homogenization strategy. Uncertainty quantification is also embedded, using a non-
intrusive polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) with collocation. Using surrogate models, arising from
homogenization and PCE, the computing cost remain affordable.

As for perspectives, when addressing 3D problems with heterogeneous composite structures,
one can also consider embedding a spatial homogenization, as in [?], to keep the cost of a single
deterministic run affordable. Increasing the number of random parameters also drastically increases
the cost of the overall analysis, so sparse approaches can be considered as well (e.g. sparse PCE, as
in [?]). For these approaches also, as mentioned previously, some error estimators would be welcome
for checking and confidence issues.

Extension to other damage models is also of interest.

Acknowledgements. The authors wish to thank Carnot Institute Ingénierie@Lyon (MURMUR
project) and the China Scholarship Council (CSC grant 201801810065) for grants.

A Detailed forms of the state laws and evolution laws

The considered constitutive relations are [?]:

• State laws

σ = E (1−D) (εe −$θδ) , (27a)

β = Cα, (27b)

R = R∞ (1− exp (−γr)) , (27c)

YD =
σ̃2
eqRv

2E
. (27d)

E is the Hooke’s tensor which is a function of the modulus of elasticity E and Poisson’s ratio
ν. C is a tensor containing material parameter C that describes kinematic hardening. R∞
and γ are material parameters describing isotropic hardening. The triaxiality function Rv =
2
3

(1 + ν) + 3 (1− 2ν)
(
σh
σeq

)2

, where σh = 1
3
Tr (σ) represents the hydrostatic part of the stress

tensor, σeq is the von Mises equivalent stress defined as σeq =
√

3
2
σD : σD with σD = σ−σhδ

being the deviatoric stress. The ratio σh
σeq

in the definition of Rv is called the triaxiality ratio

and σ̃eq is the equivalent of the effective stress defined as σ̃eq =
√

3
2
σD

(1−D)
: σD

(1−D)
.

• Evolution equations

ε̇p =
∂fp

∂σ

〈
fp
Kv

〉nv

, (28a)

α̇ = −∂f
p

∂β

〈
fp
Kv

〉nv

, (28b)

ṙ = −∂f
p

∂R

〈
fp
Kv

〉nv

, (28c)

Ḋ =

(
YD
S

)s
1

1−D

〈
fp
Kv

〉nv

, (28d)

with the von Mises yield function fp delimiting the elastic domain and is defined as

fp =

√
3

2

[(
σD

1−D − β
)

:

(
σD

1−D − β
)]
−R− σy, (29)

where σy is the yield stress.The viscous coefficient Kv and viscous exponent nv are material
parameters. The material parameters S and s describe the damage evolution.
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B Resolution algorithm

The pseudo-code of algorithm ?? is used to solve the two-time-scale problem under concerns. It uses
an incremental scheme on the macro time steps, embedding a single Newton-like loop. Inside this
last loop, computations are performed on the current micro-time cycle (behind the considered macro
time step).

Algorithm 1 Newton algorithm with predictor-corrector steps for the non-linear material behavior

Solve the residual thermal problem ∀τ to obtain θ∗

for i = 1, · · · , n do . Loop over macro time steps
Solve the macroscopic thermal problem to obtain θMi

Initialize UMi = UM,i−1, σMi = σM,i−1, etc.
Initialize approximate tangent ET = E(1−DMi)
Calculate internal forces F int

i from σMi

Calculate residual R = F ext
i − F int

i

Initialize η = 1 . Convergence indicator
while η > ηtol do . Newton-like iterations

Solve ∀τ , U?, σ?, ε? using DMi, f
∗, F ∗ and θ∗

Obtain tangent stiffness matrix KT from ET

Solve KT ∆UM = R
Update UMi = UMi + ∆UM

Update ∆εM = ∆εM + [grad(∆UM )]sym
for each integration point do

Elastic predictor: . Trial solution
Calculate εe trM = εeM,i−1 + ∆εM

Calculate σtr
M using DMi, ε

e,tr
M and θMi

Calculate f trp with σtr
M , (D,β, R)Mi,σ

?, ∀τ
if any f trp > 0 then

Visco-plastic corrector:
Find (σ, Y,X, εe, εp)Mi using

εe,trM , XM,i−1, θMi

Calculate numerically the tangent ET

else
Set σMi = σtr

M , εeMi = εe,trM

Calculate (YD)Mi

end if
Update εMi = εeMi + εpMi

end for
Calculate the new F int

i , thereby new R
Update η = ‖R‖

end while
end for
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